Movement disturbances associated with Down syndrome reduce mechanical stability, worsening the execution of important tasks such as walking and upright standing. To compensate these deficits, persons with Down syndrome increase joint stability modulating the level of activation of single muscles or producing an agonist-antagonist co-activation. Such activations are also observed when a relaxed, extended leg is suddenly released and left to oscillate passively under the influence of gravity (Wartenberg test). In this case, the Rectus femoris of adults with Down syndrome displayed peaks of activation after the onset of the first leg flexion. With the aim to verify if these muscular reactions were acquired during the development time and to find evidences useful to give them a functional explanation, we used the Wartenberg test to compare the knee joint kinematics and the surface electromyography of the Rectus femoris and Biceps femoris caput longus between adolescents and adults with Down syndrome. During the first leg flexion, adolescents and adults showed single Rectus femoris activations while, a restricted number of participants exhibited agonist-antagonist co-activations. However, regardless the pattern of activation, adults initiated the muscle activity significantly later than adolescents. Although most of the mechanical parameters and the total movement variability were similar in the two groups, the onset of the Rectus femoris activation was well correlated with the time of the minimum acceleration variability. Thus, in adolescents the maximum mechanical stability occurred short after the onset of the leg fall, while adults reached their best joint stability late during the first flexion. These results suggest that between the adolescence and adulthood, persons with Down syndrome explore a temporal window to select an appropriate timing of muscle activation to overcome their inherent mechanical instability. 
Introduction
Down syndrome (DS) is a common genetic condition associated with a number of cognitive and movement disturbances. Morphometric analysis by means of magnetic resonance images or autopsy reports have revealed many neurological abnormalities associated with cognitive, social and emotional disorders [1] . Problems in the field of motor control can be ascribed mainly to the smaller cerebellum that is considered the source of the decreased muscle tone and the disturbances in postural and movement coordination [2] . In addition to hypotonia distributed to all major muscle groups, the movement difficulties also depend on biomechanical defects such as the ligamentous laxity [3] , flat feet [4] and obesity [5] . Because of these deficits, people with DS constantly challenge the joint instability increasing the risk to impair motion and posture in everyday life. However, despite their inherent neuronal and musculoskeletal disorders, persons with DS express large capacity of adaptation, implementing compensatory strategies to overcome their deficits [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
In a previous paper we evaluated the mechanical properties of the knee joint of adults with DS by means of the Wartenberg test [11] , a procedure applied to assess passive knee motion [12] [13] [14] . During the test, the subjects were required to relax as the leg was suddenly released from an extended position and left to oscillate passively about the gravitational resting point. We expected to observe a constant muscle tonic activity throughout the test, but the Rectus femoris (RF) produced bursts of activation shortly after the onset of the first flexion, restoring a low tonic activity over the following oscillations. Most of the bursts exhibited latencies typical of long-loop responses that are considered associated with the activity of cortical and subcortical structures [15] [16] [17] . Thus, we argued that the adults with DS use complex and flexible neural circuits to adaptively increase the joint stability in response to unexpected perturbations.
The possibility exists that these reactions are not innate but they might emerge, over developmental time, from simpler and less flexible behaviors. The development of children with DS is delayed, achieving basic motor tasks, such as walking and upright standing, about 1 year later with respect to typical development subjects [18] , [19] . Some authors indicated that during the preadolescence, persons with DS exhibit the highest possibility to select resources useful for a better movement and posture stabilization [20] , [21] . Considering the slowness of development and the potentiality of modifications observed in teenagers with DS, we predicted that a comparison between adolescents and adults might reveal differences in muscle reactions during the execution of the Wartenberg test. In particular, our expectation was that adolescents would exhibit both short-and long-latency activations as a sign of a selection process, whereas in adults would prevail long-latency responses. In order to verify this schema and collect evidences for a functional interpretation, we compared the kinematics of the knee motion and the EMG activity of RF and of Biceps femoris caput longus (BFcl) of a group of adolescents with respect to a sample of adults with DS.
Materials and Methods

Ethics statement
All subjects gave informed consent according to the Declaration of Helsinki. A written informed consent was obtained by parents or guardians of all participants and the experimental procedures were approved by the ethics committee of the University of Catania.
Subjects
Forty-five persons with DS (25 adults and 20 adolescents) from the Italian Down People Association were recruited to participate in this study. Eligibility criteria for inclusion were as follows: good general health, understanding of simple verbal instructions, no history of seizures, no current medications, no previous surgical procedures on the lower extremities. The exclusion criteria comprised the inability to relax and a low compliance to the test. According to these criteria, 15 adults and 10 adolescents were excluded from the experiments and 10 young adults (six men and four women; age: 25.563.7 yrs) and 10 adolescents (four boys and six girls; age: 13.963.1 yrs) were selected (Table 1) . We resampled the group of adults with respect to our previous paper [11] . The two youngest subjects included in the group of adolescents in table 1 (subject #4 and #6) were at the boundary between childhood and adolescence (10 and 9 yrs respectively), but considering that, for the purpose of this study, some level of variability can be acceptable, we left these girls in the group and for brevity we adopted the term ''adolescents'' throughout the paper. We did not include parallel groups of persons without DS since our main goal was to detect muscle activations typically absent during the Wartenberg test in both adults and children without DS [11] , [13] , [22] .
Procedures
Each subject was examined in the sitting up position with the trunk inclined approximated 40u from the horizontal to provide a comfortable starting position. For each trial, the examiner first positioned and supported the leg at the maximum extension, then, when the subject was relaxed, she unexpectedly and quickly removed her support allowing the leg to fall and swing passively between flexions and extensions until it stopped at the resting position (Fig. 1A) . Participants received extensive explanation and demonstration of the procedure and were asked to relax for the entire duration of each trial; we placed a special care to ensure that all the persons had full understood the instructions. The Wartenberg test was performed on the right limb and repeated 10 times for each subject with 1 min of rest between the trials. The same examiner carried out the test across all the sessions.
Recording systems
Angular displacements of the knee joint motion were recorded by an electrogoniometer (Biometrics Ltd, Gwent, UK) placed on the lateral side of the limb with the two arms aligning with the thigh and leg axes (Fig. 1A) . Kinematic data were low-pass filtered with a zero-lag second-order Butterworth filter with 6 Hz cutoff frequency. Angular trajectories were monitored on-line and trials showing abnormal or erratic oscillations were rejected.
EMG data were collected using surface electrodes placed over the RF and BFcl. EMG signals were preamplified at the electrode site and sampled at 1 kHz. The EMG activity was first high-pass filtered at 20 Hz to remove movement artifacts, and then it was full wave rectified for further signal conditioning. Since the electrodes position over the BFcl made uncomfortable the experimental session for six adults and seven adolescents, in these subjects the EMG activity was recorded only for the RF. All the measurements were sampled at 1 kHz and acquired by a portable device integrating EMG and electrogoniometer recordings (PocketEMG by Bioengineering Technology and System, BTS, Milan, Italy). Kinematic data were resampled at 200 Hz for further processing.
Measurements and estimations
Kinematic and EMG measurements were elaborated to obtain the following parameters ( Fig. 1B) : onset angle, corresponding to the angle at leg maximum extension before the onset of the first flexion; resting angle, corresponding to the angle at rest position; plateau amplitude, measured between onset angle and resting angle; angles of reversal at the end of each swing flexion (F1-F4) and extension (E1-E4); relaxation index = F1/PA, that is the normalized first peak flexion angle; mean value and peak angular velocity of knee movements during the first flexion; mean value and first and second peak angular acceleration during the first flexion; EMG area, computed over the interval of the first flexion by the integral of the zero-phase low-pass filtered EMG signal (100 Hz, 2 pass, 2 nd order Butterworth); latency of EMG responses.
For the latency measurements, the onset of the leg movement was agreed on by two of the authors after visual testing if the trace of the velocity profile was greater than its baseline in successive 25 ms windows. The onset of EMG bursts was determined using the nonlinear Teager-Kaiser energy operator (TKEO). Although in our experiments clear bursts of phasic activity were recorded, for the EMG traces we preferred to adopt a procedure able to achieve a robust onset detection performance. Compared to other methods that consider only the signal amplitude in determining the onset time, TKEO takes into consideration both amplitude and frequency by computing the energy of the EMG signal. It has been demonstrated that this method improves the signal-to-noise ratio and increases the accuracy of the EMG onset detection [23] , [24] . For each EMG trace, the TKEO was applied on the 20 Hz high pass filtered raw signal and the TKEO output was full wave rectified. The threshold T to identify the onset time over the TKEO domain was determined as follows:
T~mzhs where m and s are the mean and standard deviation of a reference background chosen from 100 ms before the leg movement onset to the movement onset; h is a preset variable, defining the level of the threshold. We assigned to h the value of 7 according to the data from Li et al. [23] and after preliminary tests conducted on a sample of our EMG traces. The window for searching the value exceeding the preset threshold was comprised between the onset of the movement and the first peak flexion (F1).
To describe the patterns of muscle activations, we applied a Principal Components Analysis (PCA) to each of the two datasets of EMG activities. The EMG traces recorded in all trials and in all subjects were zero-phase low-pass filtered (10 Hz, 2 pass, 2 nd order Butterworth), normalized over the interval of the first flexion and, for each group, a small number of Principal Components (PCs) was extracted. The resulting PCs are uncorrelated waveforms representing the most common patterns across each of the two groups. The original elements of the datasets can be reconstructed from the linear sum of all the PCs weighted by coefficients that describe their relationships with the original EMG traces (weighting coefficients). These coefficients represent the Pearson product-moment correlation between the elements of the original dataset (EMG waveforms) and each PC computed. In order to simplify the interpretation of the PCs waveforms and their relationship with the EMG responses, we applied varimax rotation, which is an orthogonal rotation that changes iteratively the PCs to achieve maximal separation in the distribution of the response vectors in PCs space (for an extensive review on the PCA methodology see [25] ).
All filtering in our analyses was run forward and reverse to eliminate time lag.
Finally, we used kinematic and anthropometric data to estimate the damping and stiffness coefficients for the first three flexions and extensions of knee joint. The computation of damping and stiffness coefficients was restricted to passive motion and based on a second order underdamped system that combine the linear elements of stiffness, damper, and inertia. See our previous paper for details of the computational procedure [11] . The values of damping and stiffness coefficients were normalized by the gravitational torque (GT) determined as follows: where, m represents the leg-foot complex mass; l represents the distance between the rotation axis of knee joint to the leg-foot complex's center of oscillation; g represents the gravitational acceleration. Anthropometric measurements of the body weight, body height and leg-foot length (see Table 1 ) were collected and used to predict mass characteristics (m and l) according to the anthropometric tables provided by Winter [26] .
GT~mlg
Statistical analysis
Mean and standard deviation of each parameter were calculated pooling together all trials performed on each session by each subject. Comparisons between groups were performed by using Student's t-test.
Damping and stiffness coefficients over three cycles were modelled by a general linear model with repeated measures, using the consecutive cycles as within-subjects factor and the groups as between-subjects factor. Post hoc t-tests were computed for differences between the groups at each cycle. Linear regression models were performed to correlate EMG activity with mechanical parameters.The level of significance for all tests was set to p,0.05.
All analyses were performed using Matlab, version R2012a (Mathworks Inc, Natick, MA, USA) and SYSTAT, version 11 (Systat Inc., Evanston, IL, USA).
Results
All subjects showed a phasic muscular activity during the first flexion of the Wartenberg test, followed by relaxed free oscillations. Two examples from one adolescent and one adult are illustrated in figure 2A The kinematic traces show that the adolescent compared with the adult exhibited larger peaks of acceleration during the first flexion (shadow areas) and smaller value of K F1-F2 . These differences accounted for the longer duration of the oscillations in the adolescent than the adult. The values of B F1-F2 were similar in the two subjects. The EMG onset of the RF burst during the first flexion occurred at short time from the movement initiation for the adolescent (71 ms) and much later for the adult (270 ms). The onset times were detected from the EMG traces conditioned by TKEO procedures (bottom traces in Fig. 2 ).
Mechanical data
The summary of statistical analysis concerning the kinematics of the first flexion is reported in figure 3A -E. Adolescents and adults exhibited similar average values comparing relaxation index (Fig. 3A) , mean and peak velocity (Fig. 3B-C ) and mean and first peak acceleration ( Fig. 3D-E) ; the only significant difference between the two groups was the second peak acceleration (p,0.05; Fig. 3E ).
The variations of the damping and stiffness coefficients across the three oscillations following the first flexion were almost all comparable between the two groups ( Fig. 4A-B) . However, the damping coefficient showed a typical effect of cycles, changing significantly throughout the three extension-flexion cycles (positive values in Fig. 4A ; F 1,2 = 12.17, p,0.01) and between the successive three flexion-extension cycles (negative values in Fig. 4A ; F 1,2 = 37.25, p,0.001). On the contrary, the stiffness coefficient was not statistical significant between cycles, but at the first extension-flexion cycle, adults exhibited higher stiffness than adolescents (p,0.05; Fig. 4B ).
Electromyographic data
The activity of the RF was recorded in all of the subjects, but restricted to seven subjects we also recorded the EMG activity of BFcl muscle (see Materials and Methods). Figure 5A -B displays two examples of typical agonist-antagonist co-activation occurring during the first leg swing in four out of seven subjects. Although the timing of response from the two muscles was roughly synchronous, the pattern of EMG amplitude showed some variability over the trials recorded in the four subjects. For example, the traces from the adolescent represented in Fig. 5A showed a similar onset time, considering the criterion used for TKEO analysis (see Materials and Methods), but the first activation of BFcl raises with a much lower rate with respect the first burst exhibited by the RF. It is noteworthy that responses latency observed in these two subjects matched those detected in the subjects illustrated in Fig. 2A -B: in both cases the adults exhibited longer latencies than adolescents. In the remaining three subjects the BFcl displayed a tonic low activity throughout all the oscillations. Since the small sample of BFcl EMG traces and given that the phasic activity was absent or synergistic with that of the RF, for the further EMG analyses we considered only the activations of the RF muscle.
The most important differences between the two groups were detected in the temporal distribution of the RF bursts within the interval of the first flexion. Figure 6A -E illustrates the results obtained using trial-by-trial measurements of the latency of EMG responses ( Fig. 6A-C) and by evaluating the distribution of the most common EMG waveforms as elaborated by the PCA (Fig. 6D-E) .
The latency distribution profiles illustrated in figure 6A show that the two samples are significantly separated (p,0.001). Most of the latencies in the group of adolescents were concentrated in the region with the lowest values (67623 ms; grey line), while the adults exhibited a broadly distribution over the first swing with a shift to the highest values (137667 ms). The same data are represented as cumulative frequency plots in figure 6B . For a functional evaluation of these distributions we segregated the latencies within three time intervals (Fig. 6B-C) : below 50 ms, compatible with short-latency reflexes (light blue band); between 50 and 100 ms, associated with long-latency reflexes (orange band); above 100 ms, associated with voluntary responses (green band). Most of the responses of adolescents occurred at shortlatency (24%) or between 50 and 100 ms (67%), while almost all the latencies displayed by adults were within long-latency periods (31% between 50 and 100 ms; 65% over 100 ms).
We used the PCA to summarize the most common EMG waveforms exhibited by the subjects for each group (Fig. 6D-E) . The first five PCs accounted for 86% and 79% of the total variance in adolescents and adults, respectively. Higher order PCs each explained small fraction of the variance (,5%) and described high-frequency oscillations of the EMG activity, hardly distinguishable from noise. In agreement with the results of the previous analysis, adolescents exhibited times of latency shorter than adults. The responses onset occurred over the first third of the first flexion for adolescents, with the temporal distribution of PCs waveforms directly related to the magnitude of variance explained (from PC1 to PC5; Fig. 6D ). The adults showed all the waveforms delayed and distributed across the entire first half of the first swing; interestingly, the PC2, which accounted for 20% of the total variance (purple line in Fig. 6E ), occurred later with respect to the other responses. Given the small size of our samples, we verified if the PCs waveforms were associated univocally to single subject or they can represent patterns of response distributed across the subjects included in each group. To this aim we determined the weighting coefficients for each PC, over the trials of the two datasets. The results of this analysis are reported in table 2 where the numbers represent the average values of the weighting coefficients from the trials of each subject. We set at 0.4 an arbitrary threshold value of weighting coefficients to highlight the level of contribution of each subject to the single PC waveforms (in bold in the table 2). Only one PC for each group exhibited a weighting coefficient above 0.4, associated to a single subject (PC3 in adolescents and PC4 in adults). More in general, as the fraction of variance explained extended, the number of subjects which contributed to each PC increased (4-6 subjects contributed to the PC1 or PC2 in both the groups). Therefore, most of the variance explained by the first five PCs represents modalities of EMG responses consistent across the subjects.
Regardless of the time of the burst occurrences, the amount of EMG activity, computed as EMG area over the first swing, showed no significant differences between the two groups (Fig. 7A) . The level of muscle activation was the main contributor to explain the mechanical behavior observed across the subjects during the first flexion. In fact, collecting the data from all of the subjects and comparing the EMG area with the mean acceleration during the first flexion, the EMG activity accounted for 74% of the total variance associated with the changes of acceleration (Fig. 7B ).
Variability analysis
To find evidences for the effects of changes in EMG onset on the kinematics of the first swing, we computed the amount of movement variability over the acceleration profile and detected the times of occurrence of the minimum and the maximum variability. In figure 8A -D are illustrated two examples of temporal comparisons between acceleration profiles (Fig. 8A-B ) and EMG activities (Fig. 8C-D) : for each data point is reported the average value computed across 10 trials (black lines) and the associated variability expressed as 61 standard deviation (grey lines). For both subjects, the timing of the minimum variability of acceleration changes in parallel with the timing of EMG onset. According to the delayed EMG activity described for the group of adults, in these examples the minimum kinematic variability was shifted later in the adult subject with respect to the adolescent. Therefore, the EMG bursts approximated the time of the maximum kinematic stability.
The statistical analysis reveals that the time of occurrence of minimum variability changes regardless of the amount of the total variability over the interval of first flexion or at the time of minimum and maximum variability (Fig. 9A-B) . In fact, although no significant difference was found for the quantity of acceleration variability between the two groups (Fig. 9A) , important changes were detected in the time of minimum variability ( Fig. 9B) : for the adults, the minimum variability occurred at an averaged time corresponding to 51627% of the total first flexion length, while for the adolescents the minimum variability was exhibited at 16611% of the total time of the leg fall (p,0.001). The maximum variability showed a mirror behavior with an averaged time occurred at 60636% and 39631% of the total time respectively for adolescents and adults. However, in this case the difference was not significant (p = 0.17). To quantify the relationship between the timing of the minimum acceleration variability and the latency of the EMG bursts, we correlated the two parameters as fractions of the interval of the first flexion (Fig 9C) . The linear regression shows a parallel increase of the time of the minimum variability and the latency of EMG activity with a good coefficient of determination (R 2 = 0.72; p,0.01).
Discussion
In a previous work we reported that adults with DS executing the Wartenberg test, reacted to the first leg fall producing bursts of activity in the RF [11] . In the current experiments we showed that adolescents with DS also exhibited similar behavior, but the muscle activation was significantly anticipated with respect to the adults. The timing of the muscle response was associated with the time of maximum kinematic stability over the interval of the first knee flexion. Thus, adolescents stabilized early the joint motion while adults delayed the time to maximize the stability of the leg fall. Generally, these activations are in line with the idea that, given the joint laxity and the muscle hypotonia inherent to DS, an appropriate pattern of muscle contraction is required to increase joint stability [9] , [27] , [28] . We believe that the data collected here and the associated elaborations may provide some insights for better understanding the biomechanical and neural adaptations underlying this behavior.
Development and adaptability in Down syndrome
The results reported in this paper indicate that the temporal modulation of the muscle response changes during the development time. Usually, children with DS show motor development delayed with independent walking and upright posture achieved 1 year later compared to infants with typical development [19] , [29] , [30] . In preadolescents most of the basic motor abilities are developed but they continue to have difficulty in performing some motor skills [18] , [31] and fail to increase muscle strength [32] . However, preadolescents and adolescents still have wide possibility Timing of Muscle Activity in Down People PLOS ONE | www.plosone.orgto adapt and develop novel motor tasks [10] , [21] , [27] , [33] . Smith et al. [21] argued that during the preadolescence, persons with DS express the best capability to select new patterns for motor adaptation. These authors evaluated the movement variability during gait in preadolescents ranged between 8-10 years, reporting that their gait was more adaptable than younger or older subjects (see also [27] ). However, since in their study there were no participants aged between 11-35 years, it is not clear if such level of adaptability also exists in adolescents and young adults. Several works indicate that the effects of aging on motor performance in DS starting from about 35 years [10] , [33] [34] [35] [36] . Therefore, the data obtained by our samples, ranged between 9 and 31 years, can be enclosed in a framework where adaptive selection of new motor behaviors can be acquired and consolidated.
Muscle activations to overcome joint laxity and hypotonia
The modulation of muscle reaction to an abrupt, passive leg flexion is one possible mechanism of adaptation implemented by persons with DS already in the childhood. To actively increase joint stiffness, they can employ either an agonist-antagonist cocontraction or a robust contraction of the antagonist muscle. Regardless the time of burst occurrence, we observed both the strategies across adolescents and adults. In general, ligament laxity and hypotonia decrease from toddlers to preadolescents, but these deficiencies accompany people with DS during lifespan [10] , [33] , [37] . Compensatory muscle activation patterns are accomplished especially when they faced with novel motor task or unexpected perturbations [6] , [7] , [38] . The possibility to shift back to a cocontraction after a pattern of reciprocal contraction has been acquired, may occur when a well learned task is perturbed. Ulrich et al. [27] and Smith et al. [8] , demonstrated that, after learning to reduce stiffness during walking on the ground by coordinating reciprocal activation, preadolescents with DS restored patterns of co-contraction when they walked on a treadmill and the gait was perturbed by changing speed. Thus, persons with DS can modulate the patterns of muscle activation depending on the amount of practice and on the level of mechanical challenge. This flexibility in the muscle activation might explain a certain variability that we observed in the shape of the EMG coactivation. In fact, although the timing between the two muscles was comparable, large variations of EMG amplitude occurred in those subjects displaying muscle co-activation (see fig. 5 ).
The two patterns of activation, observed in seven participants, were independent of the group and could be associated to the different personal experiences lived by each subject: who has practiced a sufficient amount of alternating contractions, activated only the RF to increase stability immediately after the sudden fall of the leg; others, to maintain the proper leg stability, forced their muscles to perform co-activations.
During the oscillations following the first, subjects showed a basic muscle tone with a consistent level of activation. The parallel unchanged values of the damping coefficient observed across the interval between F1 and F4, supporting our earlier suggestion that damping coefficient might be a good predictor of muscle hypotonia in DS [11] .
Temporal changes in muscle activation may increase resource capabilities
The most important variation of muscle activity observed in the current study regarded the temporal changes in the EMG latency between adolescents and adults. In fact, the duration and the overall EMG area and the total amount of variance explained by the first five PCs during the first flexion, were similar between the two groups. The delayed timing of EMG activity observed in adults with respect to adolescents increased the movement stability at the end of the first flexion. This was validated by the reduction of variability at this time as well as by the reduction of amplitude of the second peak acceleration and by the increase of passive stiffness at the second flexion. We propose that this temporal shift of muscular activity might emerge from an adaptive process aimed to modulate the timing of movement variability rather than its total average level. By this modulation individuals with DS might select the time for muscle activation according to the need to increase the stability at a particular moment of the movement execution.
Movement variability is an inherent characteristic of the DS, explaining many of the motor deficiencies typical of this condition Timing of Muscle Activity in Down People PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org [10] , [39] [40] [41] . The development process and the effects of the practice reduce movement uncertainty, but in several instances, the pattern of variability instead of the total amount of variability, contributes to the level of adaptation [20] , [21] , [42] . For example, Smith et al. [21] used nonlinear tools (see [42] ) to analyze local variability during locomotion in individuals with DS and found that some parameters of the gait cycle were more instable and irregular in preadolescents than in toddlers or adults over 35 years. Since preadolescents showed also a better walking performance than their younger and older peers, these authors concluded that increasing variability enables preadolescents to access to a large number of actions and to select the behavior that best fits their needs. Similar conclusions were achieved by Black et al. [20] , who quantified the movement variability by using the uncontrolled manifold analysis (see [43] ). In this case preadolescents with DS used more adaptive strategies than controls to stabilize the center of mass and the head position at heel contact during locomotion. These examples would strengthen the possibility that the increase of EMG latency between adolescents and adults reported in our experiments, serves to provide more extensive limits to choose the time for an adaptive muscular activation. Unfortunately, the crosssectional design of this study prevents us to clearly identify the age of transition from short to long latency selection of muscle activation, but it is realistic to think that the timing recorded in the adults may represent the final step of a process started during the early adolescence.
An alternative explanation for the latency delay observed in adults may be a deterioration of the short-reflex response associated with an anticipation of the aging effect. In this case, being the spinal reflex a quite fixed process, we would expect a more homogenous shift of the latency distribution from the adolescents to adults. Instead, the increased variability of the latency distribution in adults indicates an enrichment of the response flexibility (see Fig. 6 ). In addition, the excessive slowing of the spinal reflexes (from 67 ms to 137 ms in average) should produce serious impairments for most of basic motor tasks, contrasting many studies that indicate the age of about 35 years as the starting time for functional and behavioral deteriorations in persons with DS [27] , [34] [35] [36] . Although an increasing of irregularity in the patellar tendon reflex was observed in adolescents with DS [44] , to our knowledge no author dealt with the specific aging effect on the short-and long-latency reflexes in DS. The studies on elderly persons without DS report a worsening of the stretch reflex only for the long-latency loop with no significant effects on the short-latency response [45] , [46] . Given the stability displayed by the spinal stretch reflex, deriving from its basic role over the movement control, we believe that a functional decline of short-latency responses is not very consistent with the behavior observed in the current study.
To provide a more specific functional interpretation to our results, we have to consider that the passive movements of the Wartenberg test are uncommon in the everyday repertoire. Thus, there is the possibility that the delayed muscle activation might have been transferred from temporal patterns implemented during the practice of more common tasks, such as walking or upright standing. Transfer from an experienced to a novel motor task was reported for persons with DS during single-joint elbow movements [7] or in manual actions [47] . The leg oscillatory movement during the swing phase of walking could be a good candidate for the origin of a pattern compatible with the pendular movements of the Wartenberg test. In fact, an increase of stiffness by specific muscle contractions occurs in persons with DS at the end of the swing phase to prevent the deficits in passive energy storage at the moment of foot impact [27] , [48] . Such muscular activations appear in the early maturation of walking in DS toddlers [9] . Thus, the muscle responses observed in our study could origin from a process of generalization of temporal patterns of muscle activation elaborated to increase stiffness during gait [28] , [49] or in upright posture [2] , [50] .
Neuronal circuits underlying temporal changes in muscle activation
An efficient reaction to a sudden perturbation depends on a feedback control system where an error signal, carried by sensory afferences, is processed to restore a given set point. In our test, muscle spindles and joint receptors should be the main sources of sensory signals informing the brain on the onset of the leg fall. Spinal cord uses this information to elaborate very fast motor responses such as the monosynaptic stretch reflex, exhibiting latency of muscle activation below 50 ms. Later, the signal reaches cortical or subcortical structures producing long-latency reflexes that are non-voluntary feedback reactions with latencies between 50-100 ms. Above 100 ms, long-latency reflexes may be superimposed by voluntary feedforward activity [15] [16] [17] , [51] . Almost all the latencies recorded in adults (97%) can be considered longlatency reflexes or voluntary responses while adolescents showed a preponderance of short-and long-latency reflexes (90%; see Fig. 6B-C) .
When the time of the perturbation is unpredictable, like in the Wartenberg test, but the quantity can be noted (corresponding to the knee gravitation torque in our task), the nervous system may preprogram an appropriate level of muscle activation and wait for the sensory signal to drive the motor command. To this end are required high integrative circuits able to learn from previous experiences and transform the interaction between the limb and the environment into internal preprogrammed representations. Many studies demonstrated that, as long-loop circuits are involved, this process can take place, allowing the sensory signal to be more associated to the specificity of the task and the motor response to be more adaptive [17] , [52] [53] [54] .
If the shift from short to long-latency responses observed in this study between adolescents and adults depends on the formation of preprogrammed commands associated with long-latency reactions (as also suggested by other authors [6] , [7] , [38] ), our expectation is that the nervous centers responsible for these responses, such as motor cortex, cerebellum and basal ganglia, should be functional in the DS. Numerous papers report that several parts of the brain of persons with DS exhibit diminished volumes, including frontal and temporal lobes, hippocampus and cerebellum [55] , [56] . Most of these abnormalities may account for cognitive or emotional dysfunctions [1] , but the motor cortices and the cerebellum can be more directly associated with motor impairments. Although cerebellum defects represent one of the more consistent neuro- logical features in DS, conflicting relationship have been reported between this abnormality and motor dysfunctions [1] , [57] [58] [59] . Furthermore, the modular organization of the cerebellum with several body maps distributed between cortex and deep nuclei [60] , [61] provides a chance to persons with DS to implement preprogrammed reactions also in a small cerebellum. Another structure able to modulate reactive motor responses might be the basal ganglia which have normal dimensions in persons with DS [62] . It is noteworthy that no important morphological difference was found from the adolescence up to the age of 35-40 years [56] , [63] , indicating that motor adaptations occurring over these ages should be based on functional modification of the neural circuits.
Taken together, the above data suggest that the brain of persons with DS may have a good residual possibility to implement adaptive mechanical compensations, at least in the fashion of the feedback behavior.
Conclusions
The changes in timing of muscle activation and the parallel reduction of joint movement variability observed in this study suggest that, between adolescence and adulthood, persons with DS explore a window of functional adaptations to optimize their inherent biomechanical deficits. According to the latency of muscle responses and to the possibility that the nervous system of persons with DS implements adaptive motor reactions, we believe that during the development time DS people are able to encode preprogrammed motor scheme to ever more improve the reactions to sudden perturbations.
Although our results represent generic signals to indicate the potentiality of adaptation in the persons with DS, we hope that they will help to motivate researchers and therapists to make every effort in discovering and fully stimulate the potential capacities of these persons not only during the early stage of motor development, but also over the lifetime. With these premises, Wartenberg test could be a valuable tool to investigate the basic motor adaptation in the DS and to provide an objective quantification for the unique biomechanics of people with this condition.
Limitations of the study
We exclude the risk that the subjects have not understood the instructions to relax. In fact, in addition to our special care in providing clear guidelines, the consistency of EMG responses across trials and the constant low tonic activity during the oscillations following the first indicated that the intent of each subject was to achieve the maximum relaxation. When Wartenberg test was used in subjects with spasticity, they showed phasic muscle activations during the first drop and in the successive oscillations [13] . Moreover, since persons with DS are known for their slower reactions to a variety of stimulations [44] , [64] , we are confident that the bursts observed in these experiments depend on an existing adaptive mechanism. This work has also the limit to be a cross-sectional study. However, we believe that the clarity of the differences between the two groups and the attempt for a comprehensive data quantification, can partially compensate for the benefit of a longitudinal design.
